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ABSTRACT 
Three results are given involving a normally distributed matrix X, namely (1) the 
expectation of X’AXCX’BX, (2) the covariance of vet X’AX and vet X’BX, and (3) 
the expectation of X 0 X @ X 8 X. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Quadratic forms of the type x/Ax, with x a vector of normally distributed 
random variables and A some nonrandom matrix, occur abundantly in 
statistics. An obvious generalization is the matrix quadratic form X’AX, with 
X a normally distributed matrix. This form also is frequently encountered in 
statistics. In order to handle it, it is desirable to have methods to deal with its 
second moment, or to have methods pertaining to the fourth moment of X in 
general. In this paper we collect a number of relevant results. These results 
extend a number of known results in various ways. 
Throughout the paper we consider a normally distributed X (n X p) with 
E(X)=M and D(vecX’)=U@V, with U(nXn) and V (pXp) positive 
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semidefinite. The results on X will appear to be quite a bit more complicated 
than those on its vector specialization x, due to the extra dimension intro- 
duced. Moreover, when considering expressions like X’AX we will not 
assume that A is symmetric. In x’Ax, the symmetry assumption on A always 
made is nonrestrictive: if A is nonsymmetric (which occurs e.g. in the context 
of autocorrelated or circular processes), we replace ~‘Ax by x’& with 
A = f( A + A’). For multivariate processes, where X replaces x, this oper- 
ation is of course precluded. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review a number of 
known results on Kronecker products, the trace operator, the commutation 
matrix and fourth moments of x, plus some secondorder results on X. In 
Section 3 we consider the expectation of X’AXBX’CX, in Section 4 the 
covariance of vet X’AX and vet X’BX, and in Section 5 the expectation of 
X@X@X@X. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
We will frequently use the (right) Kronecker (or tensor) product, A@ B = 
(a i .B), the trace operator, the commutation (or matrix permutation) matrix, 
an d the vet operator. Useful results are 
(A@B)(C@D) =AC@BD (2.1) 
for cornformable A, B, C, D; 
tr(A@B) = trAtrB (2.2) 
for square A, B; 
vecABC= (C’@A)vecB, (2.3) 
trABCD = (vecA’)‘(D’@B)vecC (2.4) 
for cornformable A, B, C, D. Let K,, be the commutation matrix; then by 
definition 
K ,,vecA=vecA (2.5) 
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for any A (m X n). Properties of K are 
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= zqm = zc;;, (2.6) 
K,,(A@B)K,,= B@A, or K,,(A@B) = (B@A)K,,, (2.7) 
vec(A@B) = (Z,@K,,@Z,)(vecA@vecB) (2.8) 
for any A (m x n) and B (p X 4); 
trK,.(A’@B) = trA’B (2.9) 
for A, B (m x n). For reviews, see e.g. Balestra [l], Henderson and Searle 
[4], Magnus and Neudecker [S] and Neudecker and Wansbeek [8]. 
Let x be random with E(x) = Z.L, D(x) =V. Then if A, B,a, b are 
nonrandom 
E( x’Ax) = tr AV + ~‘A/.I (2.10) 
cov( a’x, b’x) = a’Vb. (2.11) 
If in addition x is normahy distributed, 
cov(x’Ax, x’Bx) = 2trAVBV +~/.L’AVB~. (2.12) 
If moreover p = 0 and V is of order p X p, 
E(x@x@x@x) =vec(V@V)+vecV@vecV+vec(V@V)K,,. (2.13) 
Now consider X (n X p) with E(X) = M and D(vec X’) = U@V. Then 
E(X@X) = vecU(vecV)‘+ M8M. (2.14) 
For nonrandom A (n X n), 
E(X’AX) = (trAU)V+ M’AM. (2.15) 
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Proof: Let P (p x p) be arbitrary; then 
E(trPX’AX) =E{(vecX’)‘(A’@P)vecX’} 
=tr(A’BP)(U@V)+tr(A’@P)vecM’(vecM’)’ 
= (trAU)(trPV)+trPM’AM. (2.16) 
As this holds for all P, (2.15) follows, Q.E.D. 
A straightforward variant is 
E(XZ?X’) = (trBV)U+ MBM’. (2.17) 
We will also use 
Proof: 
E( XCX) = UC’V + MCM. (2.18) 
E(trPXCX) =E{(vecX’)‘(P’@C)vecX} 
=E{(vecX’)‘(P’@C)K,,vecX’} 
=tr(P’@C)K,,(U@V)+tr(P’@C)K,,vecM’(vecM’)’ 
=trK,,(UP’@VC)+tr(P’@C)vecM(vecM’)’ 
= trPUC’V+trPMCM, Q.E.D. (2.19) 
Substitution of I, for U in (2.15) and (2.18) gives (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) in 
Legault-Giguere [5], where a different line of proof is followed. 
3. THE EXPECTATION OF X’AXCX’BX 
L,etY=X-M, so E(Y) = 0 and D(vec Y’) = D(vec X’) = U@V. Con- 
sider first E(Y/AY,CY,'BY,), where indices have been added to distinguish 
the four Y ‘s. If we attach the same indices to the operator E, we can write, 
suppressing the argument, 
E = GA., + E,,E, + E,,E,, (3.1) 
where, e.g., E12E, indicates the operator that first takes the expectation 
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with respect to Ys and Y4, taking Y’, and Y, nonrandom, and next takes the 
expectation with respect to Y, and Ya. 
This procedure can be justified as follows. Let P (p X p) be arbitrary, and 
consider E tr(Y’AYCY’BYP). This is a fourthdegree polynomial with fourth- 
degree terms only. Each term is of the form y,y,y,y, with subscripts 
denoting the originating Y. Now in general if y = (yr, ys, y,, y4)’ is distrib- 
uted N,(O, W), then E(y,y2y,y,) = w12wa + w13w24 + w14wm with wii the 
(i, j)th element of the 4 X 4 matrix W. Note that W can be any positivesemi- 
definite matrix. If e.g. all its elements are identical, we have yi = ys = y, = y4 
with probability one. So in the scalar case (3.1) holds true, and since the step 
from the matrix to the scalar case involves only a linear operation, this holds 
good in the matrix case as well. Of course, the “trick” critically hinges upon 
normality and is not valid for nonnormal Y in general. On applying (3.1) we 
obtain, using (2.15), (2.17), and (2.18), 
E(Y’AYCY’BY) = (trBU)E,,(Yr’AY,CV)+ Er3(Yr’AUB’Y,C’V) 
+ (trCV)E,,(Y[AUBY,) 
= (trAU)(tr BU)VCV + (trAUB’U)VC’V 
+ (trAUBU)(trCV)V. (3.2) 
If we substitute Y + M for X in E(X’AXCX’BX), there are obviously 
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= 6 terms with two Y’s and M ‘s. This gives 
E(Y’AYCM’BM) = (trAU)VCM’BM, 
E( Y’AMCY’BM) = VC’M’A’UBM, 
E(Y’AMCM’BY) = (trAMCM’BU)V, 
E( M’AYCY’BM) = (tr CV) M’AUBM, 
E (M’AYCM’BY ) = M’AUB’MC’V, 
E( M’AMCY’BY) = (trBU)M’AMCV. (3.3) 
Adding these terms to the last member of (3.2) and to M’AMCM’BM gives 
E(X’AXCX’BX) = {(trAU)V+ M’AM}C{(trBU)V+ M’BM} 
+ (trA’UBU)VC’V + VC’M’A’UBM + M’AUB’MC’V 
+ (trAUBU)(tr CV)V + (trAMCM’BU)V 
+(trCV)M’AUBM. (3.4) 
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Substitution of I, for U gives Lemma 3.4.3 in Legault-Giguere [S]. If 
further B = A = A’, we get her Corollary 3.4.1. If finally A is symmetric 
idempotent of rank k, say, and U = I, and the noncentrality condition 
M’A = 0 is imposed, the result is simplified to 
E(X’AXCX’AX) = k(trCV)V+ kVC’V+ k2VCV, (3.5) 
which was given by Giguere and Styan [3, (2.2.8)]. In both references 
mentioned, a different line of proof from the one employed here was 
followed. 
4. THE COVARIANCE OF TWO MATRIX QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let X be as before, let S, = X’AX and S, = X’BX. Then we can rewrite 
(3.4) as 
E(S,CS,) - E(S,)CE(S,) = i P,C’Q, + 5 (trPiC’)Qi, (4.1) 
i=l i=4 
where Pi and Qi, i = l,..., 6, are p X p matrices defined as P, = (trA’UBU)V, 
Qi = Q3 = Q5 = Pz = P4 = Pe = V, Q2 = M’A’UBM, Pa = M’AUB’M, Q4 = 
(trAUBU)V, P, = M’A’UB’M, Qe = M’AUBM. Then there holds for any 
p X p matrix D 
trK,,(C’@D){cov(vecS,,vecS,)} 
= tr(C’@D){ E( vet S,)(vec S,)‘- (E vecS,)(EvecSg)‘}Kpp 
= tr(C’@D){ E(vecS,)(vecSh)‘- (EvecS,)(EvecS;,)‘) 
= trE(S,CS,D) - tr(ES,)C(ES,)D 
= icr (trP,C’Q,D) + 5 (trP,C’)(tr QiD) 
i=4 
= i trK,,(C’@D)(Q,@P,)+ i trK,,(C’@D)(Pi@Qi)K,, 
i=l i=4 
=trK,,(C’@D) i (Q,@P,)+ t K,,(Q,@P,) (4.2) 
i=l i=4 
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This holds for any C and D; hence the expressions in braces in the first and 
last member of (4.2) are equal. Hence 
cov(vec S,,vec S,) 
= (trA’UBU)V@V + M’A’UBM@V + V@ M’AUB’M 
+ K,,{(trAUBU)V@V+V@M’A’UB’M + M’AUBM@V}. (4.3) 
If we set B = A in (4.3), we obtain 
D(vecS,) = (trA’UAU)V@V+ M’A’UAM@V+V@M’AUA’M 
+ K,,{ (trAUAU)V@V + V8 M’A’UA’M + M’AUAM@V } . 
(4.4) 
For the case U = I, this result was given by Neudecker [7]. If moreover A is 
symmetric, this reduces to 
D(vec S,) = (I + K,,) 
X { (trAUAU)( V@V) + M’AUAM@V + V@J M’AUAM } . (4.5) 
If we next set A = U ( = I,), we get the variance matrix of the noncentral 
Wishart distribution 
D(~~~X’X)=(Z+K,,)(~(V@V)+M’M@V+V@M’M), (4.6) 
as presented by Magnus and Neudecker [6]. 
A result akin to the above ones is due to Browne and Neudecker [2]. They 
consider D(vec S) with S the matrix second-degree polynomial 
S = F’X’AXF + $ (LXB + B’X’L’) + C, (4.7) 
with A (n x n), C (d x d), F (p x d), and L (d x n) constant matrices, 
with A and C symmetric. They employ matrix differentiation methods to the 
cumulant generating function of S. 
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5. MULTIPLE KRONECKER PRODUCTS 
We finally consider E( XBXSXSX). For simplicity we set A4 = E(X) = 
0. We use the same approach as in the previous section, that is, we evaluate 
the even partitions. It will prove convenient to use some shorthand notation 
for composite commutation matrices: 
c; = K,,cal,@Z,, 
c,n = z”OK”,c3z*, (5.1) 
C-J = I,@ I,@ K,,, 
and Cf, Cl, and C,P are defined analogously. Let u = vet U and v = vecV, 
then define 
w,(u) = u@u, 
W,(U) = C~(uC+u) = vec(U@U), 
(5.2) 
~~(24) =C;C;(u@.u) = (Z,@Z,@K..)vec(U@U) 
= vet{ K,,(U@U)} = vec{(U@U)&,}, 
again with analogous definitions and results for w,(v), w,(v), and wa( v). 
Let 
then we have 
E(X@X@X@X) = E,,,(X,@X,@X.$X,) 
= E,,E,(X,@X,@X,@X,) 
+ C,“E,,E,(X,~XX,8X,8X,)C~ 
+ C,“C,“E,,E,(X,~X,~X2~X,)C,PC,P 
= uv’ 8 uv’ + c; ( uv’ @ uv’) C‘J + c;c; ( uv’ 8 uv’) CJq 
=W(u)W’(v). (5.4) 
This generalizes (2.13). 
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